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Flows of droplets through networks of microchannels differ significantly from the flow of simple fluids. Our
report focuses on the paths of individual droplets through the simplest possible network: a channel that splits
into two arms that subsequently recombine. This simple system exhibits complex patterns of flow: both
periodic and irregular, depending on the frequency at which the drops are fed into the “loop.” A numerical
model explains these results and shows regions of regular patterns separated by regions of high complexity.
Our results elicit new questions regarding the dynamics of flow of discrete elements of fluids through networks,
and point to potential opportunities and difficulties in the design of integrated mini-laboratories operating on
droplets.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Microfluidic flows are typically characterized by low val-
ues of the Reynolds number �1�. The flow of simple fluids
can be described by the linear �Stokes� equations of motion.
This linear nature of the flow results in simple flow patterns
and facile control of microfluidic systems due to the high
robustness of viscous flows to small perturbations. Co flows
of immiscible phases introduce intrinsically nonlinear inter-
facial forces. Surprisingly, two phase flows in confined mi-
crogeometries demonstrate the controllability observed in
flows of simple fluids. Thus, microfluidic systems offer
methods of emulsification �2–4� that are specific to confined
geometries and are highly reproducible. Also the flow of
drops and slugs through capillaries introduce only weak non-
linearities into the relation between the pressure drop and the
speed of flow �5–7�.

The introduction of bifurcations and loops into the net-
work of microfluidic channels changes the flow behavior
dramatically �3,8,9�. A droplet arriving at a T intersection, if
it does not break �3�, flows into the branch characterized by
lower resistance to flow. Since the presence of slugs in mi-
crochannels increases the resistance to flow in the duct �5–7�,
there is a feedback between choices of successive droplets.
This feedback combined with the amplification of a slight
difference in resistances of the two diverging branches to a
left/right choice of the trajectory make for complicated dy-
namics. Here, we describe the features of these dynamics in
a microscopic view: focusing on the trajectories of individual
droplets, and not on the statistical properties of flow �9�. This
approach opens new questions in the physics of flow of dis-

crete objects through networks, and is relevant to the rapidly
expanding field of lab-on-chip devices operating on droplets
�10–12�.

Flow of dispersions through networks of capillaries is
ubiquitous in nature as well as in man-made systems. Ex-
amples include flow of blood �dispersion of cells� �13–15�,
flow of crude oil and water within porous media and rock
fractures �16,17�, and flow in membrane and bioreactors
�18�. In nature, multiphase flows usually occur in large ar-
rays of microducts, while man-made microfluidic devices are
typically simple and consist of single-channel modules. Mi-
crofluidic devices offer a convenient means for the design of
chips to perform multiple tasks in parallel �19–24�. For
droplet-based assays—where the ultimate goal is to form,
process, and analyze each droplet individually—an essential
prerequisite for successful design is a detailed knowledge of
the trajectories that the droplets follow at bifurcations. As we
demonstrate in this paper, this is not a trivial issue, as many
parameters influence the trajectories of droplets. In particu-
lar, the viscous dissipation introduced by the drops alters the
distribution of pressures in the network of capillaries and the
path undertaken by any drop depends on the positions of all
the other droplets in the network. While it is possible to steer
the droplets actively �using electro-, and dielectrophoresis,
surface-acoustic waves, or electrowetting �25,26��, the mo-
tion of drops is always associated with a passive response of
the system–and thus the effects described in this paper al-
ways have to be taken into account. Microfluidic networks
also provide a useful model of natural flows in capillaries
�27� and studies similar to ours may lead to insights into the
dynamics of those complicated, natural, systems.
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Here, we report the results of experiments and a numeric
study of the simplest network �a loop�: a single channel that
splits into two arms that subsequently recombine. This
simple system has been used recently �8� in a design of a
micromixer. Similar loop designs have been studied compu-
tationally in the context of hematocrit flows in capillary net-
works �13–15�. These studies show that dynamical effects
modulate cell distribution in a loop �13� and can lead to
chaotic time distribution series �14�, both effects reproduced
with our simple model.

II. RESULTS

Our experimental set-up comprises a T-junction droplet
generator and an outlet channel that bifurcates into two
branches of—within the experimental resolution—equal
length made by soft lithography �28�. These branches recon-
nect downstream, as depicted in Fig. 1�a�. The channels were
100 �m wide and 50 �m tall, and the length of each branch
was l=3.25 mm. The continuous phase was hexadecane with
3% Span80 surfactant �viscosity �c�8 mPa s� and the dis-
persed phase an aqueous solution of black ink �viscosity
�d�1 mPa s�. The droplets were formed upstream of the
loop and we varied the frequency at which the droplets en-
tered the bifurcation by changing the rates of flow of the two
immiscible phases. We chose the flow conditions so �i� that
the droplets are slightly larger than the capillary size and
therefore form small plugs, as can be seen in Fig. 1�a�, and
�ii� that the drops do not break up at the bifurcation �3�. We
varied the frequency �f� at which the droplets arrived at the
bifurcation by changing the rates of flow of the two phases.
In particular, increasing the rate of flow of the discontinuous
phase increased the frequency of drop formation. This was
accompanied by a small but systematic increase in the size of
the drops.

As the drops arrived at the bifurcation, they did not break
but flowed into one of the two branches, as previously ob-
served by Link et al. �3�. We observed that the droplets sys-
tematically flowed into the branch containing the smaller
number of drops. This is consistent with the following as-
sumptions, which we will detail in the remainder of the pa-
per: �i� droplets go to the arm, where the inflow of continu-
ous phase is greater �29�, and �ii� each droplet slows down
the flow of the arm it is in by adding some viscous resis-
tance. Since the droplets added resistance to flow �5,6� they
affected the resistances of the channels and modified the de-
cisions undertaken by subsequent droplets. The sequence of
left/right choices depended on the ratio of the frequency of
feeding �f� to the frequency associated with the time it took
for the droplets to travel through the loop ��l /u, where u is
the mean speed of flow of the continuous fluid through any
of the two arms�. Figures 1�b�–1�d� show three representa-
tive sequences. At low frequency �Fig. 1�b��, all droplets
chose the right branch. Each droplet left the loop before the
next one entered it, so that each choice depended only on the
static parameters of network, and the small imbalance in the
lengths of the two arms resulted in the uniform preference
for the right branch. As we increased the frequency, drops
arrived at the bifurcation while previous ones were still in

the loop. Under these conditions the choice of the trajectory
was dictated by the dynamically changing resistances of the
two arms. An example of a periodic sequence of trajectories
is shown in Fig. 1�c� while Fig. 1�d� exemplifies an irregular
pattern of flow. Notably, the imbalance in the number of
droplets choosing the right over the left branch is far greater
than the �small� imbalance of the resistances of the arms of
the loop. For example, at low frequency all drops traveled
through the right arm and �nR−nL� / �nR+nL�=1, �Fig. 1�a��.
In Fig. 1�e� we plotted the imbalance as a function of the

FIG. 1. �a� A micrograph of the experimental setup. The dashed
line marks the axis along which we measured the positions of the
droplets. �b�, �c�, �d� space-time diagrams of the trajectories of the
droplets traveling through the single microfluidic loop, fed into the
loop at 0.59, 1.81, and 2.93 Hz and 7.27, 5.91, and 4.72 mm/s,
respectively. �e� a graph of the mean ratio of the numbers of drop-
lets traveling through each of the two arms of the loops, plotted as
a function of the nondimensionalized frequency of feeding.
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nondimensional frequency �lf /u� of feeding; this plot shows
a pronounced peak at lf /u�1.

We constructed a simple model to recover this behavior
numerically. In a first approximation the laminar flow of a
fluid in a channel with constant cross section can be de-
scribed via the relationship between pressure drop �p and
flow rate q, via the hydrodynamic resistance to flow r

�p = rq . �1�

For multiphase systems, the resistance depends on the
composition of the fluid within the channel. For liquid-liquid
flows of droplets of a size larger than that of the channel
and for complete dewetting of the dispersed phase from the
channel wall, the pressure drop will stem from viscous dis-
sipation in the bulk phases �both in the continuous and the
dispersed fluids� and from the recirculation of the flow of the
continuous fluid at the tips of the immiscible slugs �6,7�

ref f = 12.8
l

b3w
���� + 1 − �� + nd � 3.15g���

�

b

Ca2/3

q
,

�2�

where � is the surface tension, � is the continuous phase
viscosity, Ca is the capillary number Ca=�u /�, � is the ratio
of dispersed to continuous phase viscosity, and g��� depends
on viscosity ratio �7�.

The first term of Eq. �2� is the viscous resistance associ-
ated with the flow in the plugs of dispersed phase and in the
continuous phase between the plugs, where l is the channel
length, b its smallest cross dimension �height� w its width, �
is the viscosity of the continuous phase, and � is the volume
fraction of dispersed phase, with a numerical prefactor cor-
responding to the flow in a rectangular channel with aspect
ratio w /b=2 �25�. While the first term depends on the vol-
ume fraction of the two phases, the second term is a function
of the number of droplets in the channel nd, and the capillary
number Ca=�u /�, where u is the average speed of flow. It
was first derived by Bretherton for gas bubbles in circular
capillaries �5� and extended to viscous fluids and soft solid
inclusions �6,7� for the limiting case Ca�1. In Eq. �2� we
use the prefactor 3.15 determined for a rectangular channel
with aspect ratio 2 by Wong et al. �6�. Equation �2� contains
a dependence on viscosity ratio indicated as a prefactor g���.
Hodges et al. have shown that the film thickness around a
viscous plug in a circular capillary has only a weak depen-
dence on viscosity ratio, with g��� varying between 1 and
�1.5 between �=0 and � �7�. Similarly we expect that g���
will have a small effect and will not change qualitatively the
behavior expected from Eq. �2�.

In a recent publication we have investigated the behavior
of multiphase flows in microchannels within an “averaged”
approximation, where effective channel resistance due to
droplets contained in channel is reduced to the effect of the
volume fraction of the dispersed phase �30�. This approxima-
tion reduces Eq. �2� to its first term, neglecting the fact that
dispersed phase is present as separate drops. Very recently,
Engl et al. �9� have also studied the dynamics of droplets at
a capillary bifurcation, and analyzed the resistance with a
model similar to the first term of Eq. �2�. Because they were

using a dispersed phase of viscous oil in water, droplets in-
creased the pressure drop in the branch in which they trav-
eled, and hence decreased the flow rate in this branch,
thereby increasing the tendency for the next droplet to
choose the alternate branch. Limiting the approximation of
channel resistance to the first term of Eq. �2� would not cor-
rectly represent the experiments described here, where the
dispersed phase is less viscous than the continuous phase.
The postulate we employ in the second term of �2�, i.e., that
the added resistance of the droplets does not depend on their
length, stems from the fact that the dominant contribution to
the added dissipation associated with the presence of a drop
in the channel arises from the recirculation of the continuous
fluid around the front and back of the droplet �5�.

Our simple model reproduces qualitatively the experimen-
tal observations. In the following, capital letters denote
nondimensional quantities and lower-case letters denote di-
mensional ones. The system consists of a single inlet channel
through which the flow travels with constant velocity u.
The channel splits at a bifurcation point into 2 arms that
diverge to the left and right. For completeness, we consider
the possibility of different lengths of the arms of the loop.
Because we look at a train of droplets arriving at regular
intervals, the system is made nondimensional by the droplet
frequency f and the average velocity u. The unit length thus
becomes l0=u / f . Each arm of the loop has the same cross
section but may have different lengths, so that their resis-
tance is directly characterized by their length, respectively lL
and lR. The average flow velocity in the arms uL and uR
satisfy the following relations:

uL + uR = u , �3�

uL

uR
=

rR�lR,nR�
rL�lL,nL�

. �4�

The latter equation assumes that the pressure drop in the
arms of the loop is dominated by viscous dissipation, as ex-
pected at low Re. For channels of equal cross section, the
resistance is simply given by the channel length and the
number of drops per channel. When no drops are present
uL /uR= lR / lL. As we do not measure pressure, we only need
to know the relative resistance of each channel with respect
to the other to know the velocities and therefore can use
a-dimensional resistances, defined with respect to the unit
length l0, and denoted by a capital letter R. We assume that
each droplet changes the resistance of a channel by a fixed
amount Rd. For example, the resistance of the left channel is

RL =
lL

l0
+ nL � Rd. �5�

In �5� we neglect the physical size of the droplets. This is
equivalent to assuming that droplets occupy a small volume
fraction, so that the change of value of the first term in Eq.
�2� associated with the presence of droplet remains small.
Equation �2� also suggests that the added droplet resistance
Rd should depend on velocity as u−1/3. As this dependence is
small, and the average velocity only varies slightly in experi-
ments, we neglect this dependence and use instead the aver-
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age capillary number of the flow unperturbed by drops. For
small volume fraction ��1 and small viscosity ratio
��1Rd becomes

Rd � 0.25�bf

u
�Ca−1/3. �6�

This equation is obtained by nondimensionalizing Eq. �2� in
the form of Eq. �5�. The nondimensionalization makes appar-
ent that there are only 3 independent variables �within the
chosen approximations� in this setup, which we chose in the
model as follows: the nondimensional frequency lLf /u of
inserting the droplets into the loop; the ratio of channel
length lR / lL, and the droplet resistance Rd. In the experiments
both channels have the same length l. Typical values used for
the experiment with lf /u�1 are: channel depth b=50 �m,
speed of flow u=0.31 cm/s, viscosity �=8 mPa s, surface
tension �=6 mN/m and frequency f =1.81 Hz, yielding
Rd�0.02. While this value represents the current experimen-
tal setup, Rd can vary widely in other circumstances and
indeed changes with the frequency of droplet arrival as well
as the speed of flow. Our aim, however, is to identify the key
features and controlling parameters of the experimental sys-
tem, rather than an exact description. Therefore we chose to
run the simulations with a constant value of Rd, regardless of
the other parameters. We probe the behavior of the system
over a range of values of Rd from 0 to 0.5.

We start the simulation by choosing the �a-dimensional�
lengths of the two arms of the loop LR and LL. We then send
successive droplets at regular intervals t=1,2 , . . . into the
bifurcation. Each droplet flows into the arm characterized by
lower resistance. We count the number of drops in each
channel to determine its resistance, and to calculate the speed
of flow. The simulation is then advanced to the next event
which changes the number of drops in the channels—that is,
either a droplet entering or leaving the loop. The whole pro-
cedure is then reiterated. We record a series of droplet bifur-
cation events as a list 	Ci
 of where the ith droplet has gone.
To establish a long time regime we only count the events
between i=100 and i=124. We then look for the minimum
repeating sequence within this series. This procedure avoids
double counting of sequences such as 	RL
 and 	LR
 as dis-
tinct flow patterns. In order to visualize the behavior of the
system in the space spanned by the lengths of the two arms,
we transformed the sequences 	Ci
 into a 12-bit color coding
by putting L=0 and R=1 �in this procedure, sequences
shorter than 12 bits were repeated to form the full �12
bit� code of the color, and sequences longer than 12 bits
were truncated; a single color therefore may correspond to
several series larger than 12 bits�. The simulation is then
repeated for another pair of channel length, until a complete
map LR,min	LR	LR,max and LL,min	LL	LL,max is built.

Figure 2 presents the complexity of flow patterns pro-
duced by our model. We vary the channel length between 0.5
and 3 for various values of the droplet resistance Rd=0.1
�Fig. 2�a�� and 0.5 �Fig. 2�b��. Far from the diagonal
�LL=LR� all droplets go either to the left or to the right, as the
presence of the droplets is not enough to increase the
resistance of the shorter branch sufficiently to divert the

drops to the longer one. Closer to the diagonal, however, we
observe complex color maps showing a wide variety of pos-
sible series. The complexity increases with increasing length
of the arms �and thus with decreasing relative resistance
introduced by the individual drops�. Importantly, we identify
regions of apparently chaotic dynamics where small changes
in parameters lead to a wide variety of different series.

Close to the diagonal, we note large and regular quadran-
gular “grey” regions signaling simple 	RL
 series. These are
expected, as the diagonal corresponds to equal channel
length and resistance. These regions are, however, separated
by colored regions, which show a multitude of adjacent
sequences.

We compare our numerical results to experiment by plot-
ting the imbalance of the number of drops traveling in each

FIG. 2. �Color online� Maps of the �L /R� bifurcation sequences
for drop arriving at a T junction. Each point in the map represents
a sequence of 12 successive bifurcation events. The sequences
are transformed into a color by using the 4 first digits to code
for red, the next 4 to code for blue, and the last 4 to code for
green. Each map is constructed from an exhaustive analysis of 500
RL�500RR sequences.

FIG. 3. Difference between the number of droplets going right
and left at a T junction with both branches of almost equal length,
depending on the added droplet resistance Rd. For equal flow ve-
locity, we assume that a droplet will preferentially go right. Solid
line: theoretical curve for Rd=0.1; dashed line: theoretical curve for
Rd→0. Points are experimental observations.
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of the two arms of almost equal length. In agreement with
the experimental observations, we find �Fig. 3� that in be-
tween the grey regions, substantially more droplets enter the
right channel than the left one. This imbalance is stronger for
smaller Rd and smaller channel length, and reaches up to 2
drops in the right channel to 1 in the left. It is caused by the
infinitesimal preference for the right channel hard wired in
the model, and can be understood in the limiting case as
depicted in Fig. 4. This limiting case corresponding to
Rd→0 �but still larger than the intrinsic preference for the
right channel hardwired in the model� illustrates the system’s
behavior. Consider, for example, a system with channel
length slightly longer than 1, as sketched in Fig. 4. As the
additional resistance introduced by the droplet is virtually
negligibly small and both branches have the same length,
velocity of the flow in each branch is �1/2. Each droplet is
introduced at integral time t=0,1 ,2 , . . . . At t=0, the first
drop goes right due to the imposed preference. At t=1, the
next drop goes left because the right branch already contains
a drop. At t=2, the next drop goes right because there is 1
drop in each branch and of the imposed preference. At t=3
the drop goes again to the right because one drop has moved
out of the tube to the right, but not out of the one to the left
so again there are the same number of drops in each tube.
The next drop �t=4� goes left because there are two drops in
the right channel and none in the left channel. The situation
at t=5 then reproduces t=2 so that 2 /3 of the total number
of drops go right while only 1/3 go left. An infinitesimal
preference for one of the channels clearly suffices to induce
this imbalance. This small, initial imbalance may derive
from, e.g., small differences in the lengths or cross sections
of the downstream capillaries, and leads to the complex, cha-
otic behavior noted earlier in both experiments and simula-
tions.

III. CONCLUSIONS

We report the patterns of flow of individual droplets
through the simplest network possible—a single loop. Our

results demonstrate that the patterns of flow can be both pe-
riodic and irregular, depending on the ratio of the frequency
at which they are fed into the loop to the frequency associ-
ated with the mean time needed for any drop to travel
through the loop. The results of the simulations show that the
density of the number of distinct sequences of trajectories
varies substantially as the ratio of the lengths of the arms of
the loop and the ratio of the added resistance of the drops to
the resistance of the channels are varied. Moreover, the am-
plification of the slightest imbalance of the resistances of the
two arms results in a large imbalance in the number of drops
traveling through each branch. These observations prompt
several questions concerning the patterns of flow of droplets
through more complicated networks: Over what range of pa-
rameters are these flows regular or chaotic? What is the load
of the nodes in complicated networks? As the interconnec-
tivity of the network is increased, is this load distributed
evenly between the branches, or are there strong imbalances?
Can these imbalances be predicted? These questions are not
only interesting from the point of view of physics �as flows
of discrete ‘resistors’ through networks� but are also relevant
to the design of lab-on-chip devices operating on droplets
�12�, and parallelization of microfluidic techniques in general
�e.g., emulsification�. The result that there exist ranges of the
parameters governing the behavior of the system which pro-
mote regular dynamics suggests that, with appropriate care,
it should be possible to design networks of channels that will
promote desired �e.g., for multiplexing� sequences of trajec-
tories of the droplets with the use of the “passive” response
of the system, and without the need for active manipulation
of the trajectories of individual droplets.
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FIG. 4. Behavior of droplet at a bifurcation in the limiting case of LR=LL=1.25, Rd=0.
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